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About This Game

Sublevel Zero Redux is a roguelite six-degree-of-freedom shooter set in a universe where reality is falling apart. With your
gunship, fight in zero-g through a vast, procedurally generated underground facility to recover the technology you need to

escape the many dangers hidden around every corner. Featuring a brand new expansion that adds hours of new content, the
action is more intense than ever.

The Redux expansion brings many new features to the game, including a restructured campaign, new enemies, difficulty modes,
new starting classes and much more.

Strap on your Oculus Rift or HTC Vive and experience Sublevel Zero in Virtual Reality with an immersive cockpit view and
VR-enabled weaponry.

Your gunship is free to fly and rotate in all directions. You can attack from any angle, and so can your enemies. Inspired by
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classics such as Descent and Forsaken, Sublevel Zero’s retro gravity-defying combat is driven by modern looting and crafting.

No lives. No saves. Fight your way through a different procedurally generated environment every time. Make every shot, every
decision count. A wide range of environments stand in your way, from industrial zones to mining caverns. Think on your feet

and adapt to each one’s hazards before it’s too late.

Collect a wide range of randomly-generated weapons, upgrades and game-changing items. Craft them together to equip your
gunship for your play style. Unlock more items and blueprints as you play and keep those unlocks across playthroughs.
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Sigtrap
Publisher:
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Release Date: 8 Oct, 2015
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Abandoned, stay away unless it's free. Dont get me wrong i love magicka 2,
 im just a little disappointed on this dlc,yes the challenges are fun, but its a little sad that there are no unlocks for beating the
challenges on all difficulties,
Also for methe desert challenge seem broken\/bugged as it will not load to save a life, it just sits there retrieving challenge data
forever, the other two work fine and are enjoyable, again no unlocks, its a shame. It must be one of the best confrontational card
games. Unlike MTG, there's no deck-building, but prudent calculation is needed.. First to point out: I read the webcomic and
like it a lot (I wouldn't have played the game otherwise). I played the game in German - it's my third language, meaning I'm not
too good at it, but I'm striving to improve. While I think I understood everything, there could be some jokes I missed because of
insufficient language level. Finally, I'm an RPG player, not an adventure player.

Before you read further: if you don't know the webcomic, read it first (Sandra and Woo, available in English and German). If
you don't like the webcomic, avoid this game. Everything below assumes you're a fan of the webcomic.

Story & characters:
It's incredibly similar to the webcomic arc stories. You're probably going to like it. There's the well known main characters from
the webcomic, while many others make a cameo appearance. You switch control over multiple characters throughout the game.
Here comes the first disappointment - in webcomic some characters are quite specific and the game doesn't quite follow that.

<mild spoiler alert>

For example Woo at one point says he can't reach something atop a tree, while in the webcomic he is known as a good class
climber and shouldn't have any issue with the tree (he eats few animals, though, so thumbs up there). Also, with Cloud you'd
expect to beat up something\/someone with a katana (or any other weapon), but that doesn't happen. Larisa is pretty much chaos
incarnate the first time you get to play as her, but the second time it's far milder.

<\/mild spoiler alert>

Gameplay
I'm not an adventure player, so I admit I played with the guide - meaning I essentially skiped the part with randomly moving
around and attempting to use everything on everything, so I can't comment on that.
You'll be doing lot of amazing things, such as making a scarecrow scarier, building a miniaturized power plant, brewing a potion
of wisdom, forcing a friend to catch cold, building a rocket and far more. Most of these tasks are funny and kinda insane,
exactly as you would expect from the webcomic-inspired game.
There's a few minigames, too. I can't honestly say I liked them, but they were okay. Most of them only showed up for a short
while and were gone again soon, but one particular minigame was repeated three times, which was kinda boring. Fortunately,
though, it was largely skippable.

Graphics
Here comes the second, and largest, disappointment. While most of the graphics are nice and drawn in Sandra-and-Woo style,
the animations are just poor. I used to play games with animations like these twenty years ago. The poor quality of the
animations (especially when someone is walking) is sometimes disturbing, so I'm sorry a bit more work wasn't put into that part.

Sound
In my oppinion the characters speak perfectly, at least in the German version. Larisa's russian accent is just as I always imagined
it, Sandra and Cloud speak exactly as you would expect them too. Others, especially the new ones, are also very good.

Jokes
Here is the thir disappointment. For some reason I expected the game to be funnier. Perhaps I'm too stoic, but for the most parts
I just smirked. Honestly, there were a few moments where I just laughed aloud (mostly parts that involved Larisa or the king). I
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could have missed a few jokes because of German language, but alltogether I expected a bit more.

Alltogether: I'm recommending the game, as I enjoyed it even with the few issues mentioned above.. Minus zero is a very simple
game with minimal controls and simple presentation. You control a small triangle that is put up against an onslaught of bullets
with only one live. One kill you're dead, restart. The great thing about this game is the mechanics: any time you shoot, or while
your shots connect, you will be invincible for a short while, indicated by your triangle turning red. In order to give you enough
invincibility time, you can not only lock onto enemies, but also bullets. The game quickly ramps up its difficulty very quickly, so
it's not for the easily angered.

Beware though: options are extremely limited: no key rebinds (360 controller is supported), no fullscreen option (only 1:1 scale
and a 1.5x increase of that resolution). The only things you can do is change the screen size between two settings and switching
the language between Japanese and English.. I like how you started easy at first but it is a challenging game and you can't cheat
your way through. Also, the idea is fun and creative and I really like the soundtrack.. Awesome story so far!. They took away
our chrome wheels from before 1.2, and then sold them back to us. That's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing smart.. This game is
absolute garbage, every single conservative answer gives you negative points, so if you want to play as a Republican, go ahead
and see you lose every single debate because your opponent won't shut the f**k about the damn Buffet Rule.
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I loved this game. I really enjoy escape rooms and this captured some of that feeling. I was also really excited to try with a
stranger. It worked great and we had a lot of laughs. I really loved when we started over, and switched roles. To see what it looks
like from the other side is so cool.

If they ever make a paid version with more rooms and levels, I will buy it immediately.. NOTE! If you buy Fall of the Samurai
before the base game (Shogun 2) you will NOT BE ABLE TO buy any of the clan-packs\/DLC for the base game... NOR WILL
YOU BE ABLE to even re-buy the BASE GAME to correct that because FoTS shows up as Shogun 2 in your Steam Library!

(if you buy the stand-alone FoTS FIRST you're screwed basically) because

the store will NOT let you re-buy Shogun 2 so you can then access the clan-packs for Shogun 2 Base-Game! (you can then only
buy it as a gift!) I hope this makes sense guys but be warned!

For this reason I do NOT recommend getting FoTS first like I did unless you NEVER want the initial experience of Shogun 2
with the DLC clan-packs!

BE WARNED! I had to refund FoTS so I could re-purchase Shogun 2 (base game) and get the DLCs & clan-packs I wanted.

Kinda stupid the way they did that! If FoTS is a "stand-alone, which IT IS...it should NOT BE SHOWING UP AS SHOGUN 2
in your library and preventing you from getting the base game's DLC! It's a ridiculous setup imo! Learn from MY MISTAKE!
Get the base game and DLC's FIRST!. What a load of complete absolute and utter
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.... It`s a really nice game for VR. I love to control the game with my head
movement. The surrounding area is beautifully designed. Highly recommended for lovers VR.
. It sucks. Dont let the video fool you. You will never be able to do that.
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